FRACTURE OF ENDOSCOPICALLY PLACED FULLY COVERED METALLIC BILIARY STENT
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The fully covered biliary metallic self-expandable stents are used for relieving obstructive jaundice in patients with biliary strictures caused by benign and malignant diseases. These stents tend to relieve the biliary obstruction for longer duration in comparison with the plastic stents. To the best of our knowledge, fractured fully covered biliary metallic stent has not been reported in the literature previously and we present first case of this kind.

A 40-year-old male patient with locally advanced unresectable peri-ampullary adenocarcinoma underwent Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) and fully covered metallic stent insertion 9 months before this presentation. He had received palliative chemotherapy and radiotherapy for his tumour. Computed tomography abdomen to check the response of chemotherapy was done which showed progression in the disease with an increase in size of tumour. The metallic stent was patent; however, there was a significant stenosis of the bile duct just above the proximal end of the metallic stent [Figure 1]. The patient was not jaundiced and was not having any fever or pain right upper quadrant. His ERCP was performed, it showed gross distal displacement of the stent into the duodenum and the distal end of stent was found fractured. Fracture was detected by the absence of radiopaque markers on distal end [Figure 2]. Fractured stent was removed by rat tooth forceps [Figure 3], and fully covered metallic stent was inserted. The patient was discharged and referred back to primary oncologist on the same day. Endoscopic insertion of biliary stent is used for the management of biliary obstruction. The choice of using plastic or metallic stent depends on the indications of its use.[1,2]

Metallic stents are usually preferred for malignant biliary obstructions, especially, when life expectancy is >3–6 months. Fully covered metallic stents are relatively new development in biliary stents. These can be used in
both benign and malignant causes of biliary obstruction. These have improved patency and have advantage of being removable.\cite{3,4} Spontaneous biliary stent fracture is a very rare complication and is described in only few case reports.\cite{5-10} Previous case reports either describe fracture of stent placed for benign indication\cite{5} or for radiologically placed stents.\cite{6-8} Alkhiari et al. reported stent fracture at the time of removal while pulling stent.\cite{9}

In our case, fully covered metallic stent was endoscopically placed for unresectable malignancy, spontaneously fractured before ERCP and completely removed before inserting a new stent.

Fracture of fully covered metallic biliary stent can occur very similar to uncovered stents, and though rare, this complication should also be considered in appropriate clinical scenarios while managing such cases.
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